Knowledge and insight are essential for effective action. Yet depending on generic, surface-level research for your decision-making just won’t cut it.

The innovation ecosystem is changing every day.
Since 2002 we have been at the center of a living network, immersed in the constant flow of cleantech intelligence, conversations, and ideas.

That's how we deliver actionable insights leading to clear decision-making.

The Cleantech Group’s Research injects timely analysis into your decision-making. Our clients rely on us for key questions like:

**Who** are the start-ups and scale-ups, investors, and corporate partners we should be engaging with?

**What** does our competitive positioning look like vis à vis the trends in sustainable innovation?

**How** can we understand the trends and opportunities in the cleantech landscape and formulate strategies to engage those opportunities most effectively?

Benefit from who we know and all we are seeing on potential partners, emerging trends, investor transactions, and new competitors.

Our research, built on a bedrock of data and relationships, catalyzes business opportunities in five industry groups:

- AGRICULTURE & FOOD
- ENERGY & POWER
- MATERIALS & CHEMICALS
- RESOURCES & ENVIRONMENT
- TRANSPORTATION & LOGISTICS
Monitor, understand, and engage the global cleantech innovation ecosystem. From insight on emerging opportunities to the companies creating them, our research service includes:

**Sector Insights** that examine innovation themes and analyze value chains to help you gauge attractiveness, business activities, competitive signals, and momentum.

**Spotlights** that dive deeper into cleantech subsectors to examine trends through the lens of the emerging innovation companies.

**Client-Specific Briefings** that give access to our analysts, to discuss their published Insights, or for more customized strategic assessments of the companies, trends and market activity changing your industry and the outlook of your organization.

**Investment Insights** that deliver quarterly access to investment trend analysis, emerging investment themes, key M&A, IPO and investor activity.

**Customized Roundups** that allow you to set your own customized alerts on new companies, sectors, funding rounds, partnerships, M&A, IPOs and more. Every day we do primary interviews, discover new companies and add data-points to our research platform:

- >37,000 Company Profiles, containing investment histories and management teams.
- >22,000 Investor Profiles, including their portfolios, funds and sectors.

Our research is trusted by Breakthrough Energy and the IEA, among >100 other organizations comprised of Fortune 500 companies, leading venture and growth investors, government agencies, financial services, and professional service firms.